Imaginative Learning Journey
Street Detectives

TOPIC OVERVIEW
This way or that way? Where should we go? Up to the local shops or down to
the playing fields? Let’s learn about our local community, looking at houses old
and new and finding out how our streets have changed since our mums and
dads were young. Perhaps your granny or grandpa went to your school or
maybe they worked in the baker’s shops?
Make maps and plans of the street around us, planning our routes. What can
you se? What can we find? Whereabouts do you live? Do you know your
address?
Find out how to write instructions, directioms, adverts and learn rhymes all
abour our community from different times.
Ready to roll, Street Detectives? Get your maps and cameras..it’s time to start
investigating!

“Bringing Out The Best in Everyone”

SUBJECT OVERVIEWS

 ENGLISH: Letters, narrative and
instructions.

 MATHS: Addition and subtraction,
Money and Multiplication and Divison
 SCIENCE: Everyday materials and
plants
 ART and DESIGN: Sketching a
flower, sketching houses, local famous
artists.
 COMPUTING: Digimap, We are
editors
 DESIGN and TECHNOLOGY:
Designing buildings

HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD
 Reading Books: Please read with your
child at least 3 times a week so that they
can complete the reading challenge.
Please make sure your child’s reading
book is in their bag every day.
 Learning logs: These will be sent home
at the beginning of every topic. Please
complete at least one of the given
activities.
 Homework (Maths and English will
alternate each week)
Maths - mymaths online
English- Comprehension/grammar
Spellings - Set weekly

 Water Bottles/Snack: Your child may
bring a healthy playtime snack and a
 GEOGRAPHY: Fieldwork in the local
drink. Please do not send any fizzy
area, Human and Physical features, Using
drinks. You may also send in a water
and making maps with keys and looking
bottle for lesson time.
at ariel images.
 PE: Please ensure that your child has the
 HISTORY: Changes within living
memoy and places and events in the local
correct kit in school (t-shirt, shorts,
area.
pumps and a spare pair of socks if your
child normally wears tights.)
 PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Dynamic
balance
 PSHE: Keeping safe and road safety
 R.E: Who is an inspiring person? Why
and how do special place and symbols
show what people believe?


MUSIC: Pitch and Instruments and
Symbols
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